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Fulfillment | Storage | Product Prep

Pricing Sheet

1.Order Fulfillment
Service cost to pick, pack and ship an order to your customer. Service cost will depend
on the quantity of orders you ship per month. Includes Local Pickups. Does not include
carrier postage, packaging cost or storage costs.

Quantity of orders
you ship per month

Pick and Pack Fee
Per Order

(1 item included)
Fee per additional item

0 - 300 $2.75

$0.50301 - 1000 $2.50

1001 + $2.00

Oversized Products/Items: over 18 inch on its longest side or greater than 20 lbs
Add +$2.00 per order and +$1.00 per additional oversize item

Special Packing: add tissue paper, stickers, crinkle paper, etc.
Add +$1.00 per order and +$0.50 per additional step in packing workflow

Free Onboarding | if your website is ready for fulfillment or if you use Shopify
Free Inventory Receiving | if receiving guidelines are followed
Free Access to Workspaces | limited access to meeting room, photo room & podcast room
Free content | 2 photos of your products minimum per month
Free business address | free mail receiving

RETURN Standard size items RETURN Oversize items

Return processing Fee per
order returned to us:

$2.00 Return processing Fee per order
returned to us:

$4.00

You will be notified for all returns, all returns will include a photo.

We integrate with Shopify, Wix, WooCommerce, Big
Commerce, Amazon, Etsy, Squarespace, and more.

ECOMSPACES is a trusted Shopify Partner, which means that we can have your Shopify website ready
for fulfillment at no additional cost. (SKU number creation, location settings, shipping services mapping)

https://www.shipstation.com/usps-postage-calculator/
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📈 LOW VOLUME ACCOUNTS

What is a low volume account?
If you ship less than 200 orders per month, you have a low volume account.
We provide other services to help you grow your sales and will send you recommendations if
you ship less than 200 orders per month.

Can I still use your fulfillment services if I ship less than 200 orders
per month?
Yes! We have no restrictions when it comes to the size of clients we are willing to work with, but
there is a cost associated with running each account on our platform and the support we
provide. And for this reason, we require a minimum monthly service fee for low volume
accounts.

How much is the minimum fee?
We require a minimum monthly service fee of $500 which represents pick and pack fees for
about 150-175 orders per month + storage. If you don’t reach this minimum with your pick
and pack fees and storage, we will add the rest to your monthly invoice, unless you decide to
onboard to our other services that will help you boost your sales.

How much will it cost me per month if I don’t reach the minimum?
Let’s say you reach a pick and pack fee total of $400 for the month and your storage cost you
$50 for the month, for a total of service fee of $450. That means you would have to pay a $50
difference on your invoice at the end of the month. If you are currently following our
recommendations, you will not pay that $50 difference.

I just started my store and I don’t have a lot of sales yet. Can you
help?
If you ship less than 200 orders a month or if you just started your store, we can help!
Our ecommerce specialist will review your store and send you recommendations to help grow
your sales. If you decide to onboard with the recommended services, there will be no minimum
service fees applied to your fulfillment account if you do not reach your monthly minimum. The
recommended services will help you grow your business and become a high volume
account with lower pick and pack fees!

If you grow, we grow too! 🌾 And this is why we want to make sure you have the

motivation, the support and all the tools you need, to increase your sales.📈

https://emojipedia.org/chart-increasing/
https://emojipedia.org/chart-increasing/
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2.Shipping Rates - Carrier Postage (USPS, UPS, FedEx, DHL)

Shipping rates will depend on the carrier selected, the weight and dimensions of the shipment
and the destination address. You can ask us to automatically select the cheapest service or
we can ship with the carrier of your choice. If you offer multiple carriers and services on your
website, we ship with the one selected by your customer at checkout.

Our clients enjoy discounts of up to 16% on all USPS Priority Mail Express® shipments, up to
40% on Priority Mail® shipments, and up to 28% on First Class Package Service. They save up
to 66% off UPS 2nd Day Air® and up to 50% off UPS® Ground and International shipments.
---> USPS Price Calculator

3.Packing Supplies (boxes, mailers, tissue paper…)

Pricing will depend on your needs: ULINE PRICES (we add +10% to cover sales tax and delivery charges)

USPS Branded Priority boxes and USPS Priority Envelopes are always free.
You can provide your own custom packing supplies. Storage and Pick fee will apply.
Tape and thermal shipping labels are included in Pick and Pack fee.
We can also help with custom packaging and branding!

4.Storage
Each product SKU will need its own unique storage location to pick items accurately. Depending
on the size of your item, you can calculate your approximate monthly cost.
i.e : if you sell small items like bracelets, and if you have 15 different variations of bracelets (15
SKUs), you might need 15 small bin locations and it will cost you around $9 per month in
storage fees. (15 bin at $0.60 each)

Pick Shelf Space
Per Cubic ft ---> 12x12x12 inch

$0.60 per month per cubic ft
Price per month for a small bin

Pallet 40” x 48” x 25"
Usually for your extra inventory

$20 per month

Oversize Pallet 40” x 48” x 50" $30 per month

https://www.shipstation.com/usps-postage-calculator/
https://www.uline.com/
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5.Receiving Inventory
Ship or drop off your inventory to our location.
Receiving without item handling (when guidelines are followed*) Free

Receiving when guidelines are NOT followed $5 per box | $10 per pallet
+ $0.20 per unsorted item
+$0.75 per item without barcodes

Palletizing at receiving (build pallet, packing, shrink wrapping) $20 /Pallet

Vehicle or container unloading
If you receive more than 10 boxes at once or need help
unloading your vehicle, truck or container

$30 per hour /per worker
$200 per 20' container
$400 per 40’ container

Receiving with unit count $0.20 / unit

Receiving with item barcode labeling $0.75 / unit

Unit count, inspection and reboxing-handling | Standard $0.50 / Unit

Unit count, inspection and reboxing-handling | Oversized** $0.65 / Unit

*Free receiving | Good Faith receiving | Receiving Guidelines
Receiving is free when your products are barcoded and when you follow our receiving guidelines by
making sure all different SKUs are identified and separated with a detailed packing slip provided with
the shipment showing item description, SKU# and quantity (you can generate one from your
fulfillment portal). Our receiving process is referred to as good faith receiving which means that we
assume that the quantity of SKUs listed on the packing slip is identical to the quantity present in the
shipment. We can count each item for an additional cost.
**Oversized Products
We use the same standard that Amazon uses with its FBA program. Any unit exceeding 18
inches on its longest side or greater than 20 pounds in weight will be considered oversize.

6.On Demand Labor: $30/hr per helper
Need help handling your products outside of our fulfillment services? You can hire one of our
employees on the spot to help you with your tasks. This includes tasks like unloading your car,
carrying boxes, counting inventory, repackaging products, quality control, bagging products, or
any other generic task. Our staff is available on site if needed.
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7.Attach Barcode Label to your products
Unit cost to attach barcode labels on each item.
This service is required if your products do not have readable barcode labels
on them (UPC or SKU) when we receive them.

Standard Product $0.75 / Unit Oversize Product $1.20 / Unit

8.Bag or Bubble Wrap Products
Unit cost to bag or bubble wrap item. Includes packing material.

Standard Product $1.15 / Unit

Oversize Product* $1.60 / Unit

9.Multipack or Bundling Multiple Products
Unit cost to multipack or bundle up to 4 items. $0.20 per additional item added

to the bundle.

Multipacks or Bundles Standard Product $1.70 / Bundle

Multipacks or Bundles Oversize Product* $2.15 / Bundle

*Oversized Products
We use the same standard that Amazon uses with its FBA program. Any unit exceeding 18
inches on its longest side or greater than 20 pounds in weight will be considered oversize.

10. Carton Forwarding
Carton cost to receive, inspect (external) and inventory.

Products with FNSKU Labels Attached/Forwarding $2.75 / Carton

Products with FNSKU Labels Attached Oversized/Forwarding* $4.75 / Carton

*Oversized Products
We use the same standard that Amazon uses with its FBA program. Any unit exceeding 18
inches on its longest side or greater than 20 pounds in weight will be considered oversize.
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They trust us !
Watch the video to find out who and why!

Other services we provide:

📸 Photography/Video Service

Pay per Photo Starter Growth Expert

Starts at $29.99 $99 per month $149 per month $199 per month
White background 4 Flat Lays 6 Flat Lay 8 Flat Lay

Flat Lay 4 Lifestyle 6 Lifestyle 8 Lifestyle

Lifestyle 4 Mobile photos 6 Mobile photos 8 Mobile photos

Single products or group
photo

1 Stop Motion video 1 Stop Motion video 1 Stop Motion video

1 Simple Mobile quality
Product Highlight video

1 Simple Mobile quality
Product Highlight video

1 High quality full HD
product video

https://photos.app.goo.gl/1GzZfwu7CJNqvmZG7
https://photos.app.goo.gl/1GzZfwu7CJNqvmZG7
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🏢 Workspace Solutions

Retail Space Membership Content Creation
Membership Shippers Membership

Use our location as your business
address and retail space

Use our space to create content for
your brand: You can take the photos

yourself, bring your own
photographers and models

Use our warehouse space to ship
your orders to your customers or

handle your products

$49 per month $149 per month $299 per month
Business Address to receive mail &

packages
Business Address to receive mail &

packages
Business Address to receive mail &

packages

Access during working hours 24/7 access to shared spaces 24/7 access to shared spaces

Showcase up to 4 products in our
marketplace in-store and online

Common room access | unlimited Common room access | unlimited

$9 per additional products per month Meeting room access | 20h a month Meeting room access | 20h a month

Access to common room during
working hours

Create room access | 20h a month Create room access | 20h a month

Free Tea / Coffee Podcast room access | 20h a month Podcast room access | 20h a month

Lightbox, photography lights,
backgrounds and props

Lightbox, photography lights,
backgrounds and props

Free Tea / Coffee
Ship & Pack Self Service Station

access in warehouse up to 2 hours a
day

Storage Space: 40 cubic feet
dedicated shelving space or 1 pallet

Discounted Shipping supplies
available on-site (boxes, bubble wrap,

DYMO labels, peanuts...)

Free Tea / Coffee
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Ready to start the fulfillment service with us?

1. First, we will send you a Fulfillment agreement to e-sign (see template below)

2. Once the agreement is signed, we can start the process.
We will connect your website to our shipping platform. If your platform allows it, for
example Shopify or Wix, we will do the integration for you. If you are on a different
platform, we will let you know what we need or you can have your developer take care of
this for you. Integration can be done the same day.

3. We will ask you about any specific requirements you might have for your shipments:
custom packaging, special packing, thank you cards, shipping mapping and more

4. Next, we are ready to receive your inventory. You can drop off or have your supplier
ship your inventory to our location. Receiving is free as long as you follow our
receiving guidelines carefully to avoid extra fees. (don’t worry it’s easy!)

5. Once we have received your inventory, we can fulfill your orders. We will automatically
receive your orders from your website in our system and will fulfill them within 24 hours
with the service requested by your customer (if you offer multiple shipping options at
checkout) or with the cheaper service available. (as you wish!)

6. The tracking number for each order will be sent automatically to your website.

7. If you have to enter manual orders, you should be able to create an order manually on
your website, and it will be sent to our system automatically.

8. If we receive any returns, they will be processed through a separate system (Relay
Shop USA) where you will be able to see the photo of the items returned. You will be
provided with your Relay Shop USA portal access to see all your returns.

9. You will have direct contact with a dedicated warehouse manager through Whatsapp
or Google Chat, if you have any questions or an urgent matter with a shipment.

10. We will invoice you weekly for the shipping cost (postage) then monthly for your
storage and pick & pack fees. All payments are NET 7. You will be able to pay your
invoices from your online portal with debit or credit card or with direct deposit. The
details of each order shipped will be visible in your invoices.
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Fulfillment  | Storage | Product Prep
Services Agreement Template

Section 1 – Identification
This Agreement between ECOMSPACES, LLC / Relay Shop USA, LLC. (“VENDOR”) and NAME OF

COMPANY YOUR COMPANY (“COMPANY”) is made for the purpose of setting forth the terms and

conditions under which VENDOR will provide product fulfillment services for COMPANY. The term of this

Agreement shall commence on the effective date specified in the COMPANY signature section of this

Agreement and shall continue in effect until this Agreement is terminated, during any term, as outlined in

Section 4 of this Agreement.

Section 2 – VENDOR Activities
VENDOR shall provide the following services to COMPANY (collectively, the “Services”):

2A. Receive shipments from the Company of the Product

2B. Provide storage facilities for the Inventory in VENDOR’s warehousing facilities (“Warehouse”).

2C. Upon notification by the Company of a purchase of Products by a customer, VENDOR will pick and

package the Products from the available Inventory, and ship such Products directly to the customer

(“End-User”).

2D. VENDOR will use appropriate packaging material (i.e. bubble wrap, boxes with void fill, etc.) as

directed by COMPANY

2E. Upon request by the Company, VENDOR will include a Company packing slip, and/or other Company

marketing materials concerning the Product, to be provided by Company.

2F. VENDOR will process, package and ship or facilitate local pickup of all Product orders in accordance

with VENDOR Policies.

2G. VENDOR will maintain monthly ledger summaries of all orders shipped, picked and received, which

shall be made available to the Company through VENDOR billing.

2H. VENDOR will facilitate any Product returns from the End-User to the Company at $2 (standard) or $4

(oversized) per order returned and processed.

2I. In addition to the above described Services, VENDOR shall perform any additional services, including

special projects, that the Company desires VENDOR to perform, as more fully described on the attached

APPENDIX A / SERVICE COST , to be amended from time to time as agreed upon by the Parties.

2J. VENDOR will process, package, and ship all orders within 1 business day of receiving orders Monday

to friday. Orders received on friday after 1pm until sunday, will be processed on the following monday.

2K. VENDOR will provide COMPANY weekly ledger summarizing all orders received and shipped.
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2L. VENDOR will store all COMPANY products in a secured and insured warehouse. However,

COMPANY shall at all times hold sufficient insurance to protect their inventory currently held by VENDOR.

2M. Unless otherwise notified, VENDOR will ship COMPANY products via United States Postal Service

(USPS), UPS, FedEx, DHL or any of its agents, partners or affiliates. VENDOR shall utilize stealth

postage and delivery confirmation services for every order that these services are available. COMPANY

can always request to use a different or their own carrier to ship their products.

2N. VENDOR will not do or permit anything to be done to prejudice the market image of COMPANY.

2O. Confidentiality. VENDOR agrees to treat confidential any and all information provided by COMPANY

and shall not disclose or permit to be disclosed any information to any person or entity except employees,

agents, and contractors with a need to know in the normal course of their work, or in accordance with

state and federal laws and regulations. VENDOR shall take steps necessary to ensure the confidentiality

of said records and information. VENDOR agrees not to disclose the negotiated rates and/or the

compensation payable to VENDOR pursuant to the terms of this Agreement.

Section 3 – COMPANY Activities

3A. COMPANY will ship or drop-off products inventory to VENDOR at the VENDOR address shown

below.

NAME OF YOUR COMPANY
600 BRONNER BROS WAY SW
FULFILLMENT DEPT
ATLANTA, GA 30310
UNITED STATES

Receiving is free when you follow our receiving guidelines. Our receiving process is referred to as good

faith receiving which means that we assume that the quantity of SKUs listed on the packing slip is

identical to the quantity present in the shipment. However, if needed, receiving inspection is available for

an additional cost. (see pricing in Appendix A)

Section 4 – Remedies

This Agreement may be terminated anytime with written notice by the COMPANY.

This Agreement may be terminated upon thirty (30) days prior written notice by VENDOR.

Section 5 – Compensation
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5A. There are no setup fees to start the storage and/or fulfillment service if your COMPANY is in

compliance with our onboarding process. If your website is not onboarding ready (i.e. missing SKU

numbers, non native integration…) we will let you know what you need and you can update anything

missing yourself or you can elect to use our help services for a fee (fee will depend on what’s needed with

a minimum fee of $199 - free for your Shopify website)

To justify the amount of time and energy we put into each project, we have a monthly minimum service

fee (pick and pack fee + storage) of $500. If you don’t reach this minimum with your pick and pack fees

and storage, we will add the rest to your monthly invoice. Let’s say your pick and pack fees are $450, and

the minimum is $500. That means you would have to pay the $50 difference at the end of the month,

unless you follow our recommendations to increase your sales. We don’t do this to put pressure on you,

but it’s a fair assurance that your projections are honest. Postage and supplies costs are not included in

the minimum service fee. More details below:

LOW VOLUME ACCOUNTS

What is a low volume account?
If you ship less than 200 orders per month, you have a low volume account.
We provide other services to help you grow your sales and will send you recommendations if
you ship less than 200 orders per month.

Can I still use your fulfillment services if I ship less than 200 orders
per month?
Yes! We have no restrictions when it comes to the size of clients we are willing to work with, but
there is a cost associated with running each account on our platform and the support we
provide. And for this reason, we require a minimum monthly service fee for low volume
accounts.

How much is the minimum fee?
We require a minimum monthly service fee of $500 which represents pick and pack fees for
about 150-175 orders per month + storage. If you don’t reach this minimum with your pick
and pack fees and storage, we will add the rest to your monthly invoice, unless you decide to
onboard to our other services that will help you boost your sales.

How much will it cost me per month if I don’t reach the minimum?
Let’s say you reach a pick and pack fee total of $400 for the month and your storage cost you
$50 for the month, for a total of service fee of $450. That means you would have to pay a $50
difference on your invoice at the end of the month. If you are currently following our
recommendations, you will not pay that $50 difference.
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I just started my store and I don’t have a lot of sales yet. Can you
help?
If you ship less than 200 orders a month or if you just started your store, we can help!
Our ecommerce specialist will review your store and send you recommendations to help grow
your sales. If you decide to onboard with the recommended services, there will be no minimum
service fees applied to your fulfillment account if you do not reach your monthly minimum. The
recommended services will help you grow your business and become a high volume
account with lower pick and pack fees!

If you grow, we grow too! 🌾 And this is why we want to make sure you have the
motivation, the support and all the tools you need, to increase your sales.

On site Self Inventory check is free for up to 15 min daily when pre-booked online: SCHEDULE ACCESS

TO WAREHOUSE. If more time is needed to handle inventory on a daily basis, you will be required to

apply for the Shipper’s Membership.

5B. VENDOR will bill COMPANY as follow:

1. weekly for prior week's carrier fee postage and supplies costs. COMPANY will pay VENDOR

upon receipt of invoice.

2. monthly for prior month's storage and fulfillment service fees or minimum service fee if applicable.

COMPANY will pay VENDOR upon receipt of invoice.

5C. Options & Ways to Pay. VENDOR provides COMPANY with a convenience to pay for their invoices

online through the COMPANY PORTAL using the following payment methods: Bank Transfer & ACH

transfer, Credit Card or PayPal. VENDOR is using 3rd party payment processing companies:

AUTHORIZE.NET, PAYPAL or MELIO. VENDOR does not store any payment information on its own

servers; all of COMPANY’s payment information is stored with AUTHORIZE.NET, PAYPAL or MELIO.

5D. COMPANY will pay VENDOR a fulfillment fee | pick and pack fee (fee will depend on COMPANY’s

monthly order volume: see pricing in Appendix A) per order plus carrier postage for up to 1 item in a

single order shipped domestically or internationally or picked up locally. The above fee does not include

packing materials. VENDOR shall charge COMPANY no more than retail shipping rates.

5E. COMPANY will pay VENDOR a fee (see pricing in Appendix A) per additional items for any single

orders with more than 1 item. The above fee does not include packing materials. VENDOR shall charge

COMPANY no more than retail shipping rates.

5F. VENDOR will provide storage for a fee (see storage pricing in Appendix A). Pricing will depend on the

maximum area used during that month.

5G. Late Payment Fee. If VENDOR fails to receive payment from COMPANY by the due date of the

invoice; a late payment fee of 5% (minimum of $30) will be applied to the invoice, unless the invoice is

currently being disputed. All invoices are NET 7.

https://www.ecomspaces.com/shippingportal
https://www.ecomspaces.com/shippingportal
https://www.ecomspaces.com/memberships
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Section 6 – Title, Risk Of Loss And Insurance

6A. Title. Company hereby agrees that at no time during the period that Products are held by VENDOR

as Inventory in the Warehouse will VENDOR hold title, or any other rights of ownership in the Inventory.

Title in Inventory will continue to be held by COMPANY until such time as the Products are delivered to

the End-User.

5.2 Risk of Loss. Company hereby agrees that at no time during the period that Products are held by

VENDOR as Inventory in the Warehouse will VENDOR carry the risk of loss in the Inventory. Risk of Loss

in Inventory will continue to be held by COMPANY until such time as the Products are delivered to the

End-User. VENDOR shall exercise commercially reasonable standards of care for all of Company’s

Products in its possession but specifically disclaims liability of loss except for instances of Gross

Negligence by VENDOR.

5.3 Insurance. COMPANY HEREBY AGREES THAT IT IS COMPANY’S RESPONSIBILITY, AT ALL

TIMES, TO MAINTAIN AN INSURANCE POLICY THAT COVERS THE COST OF THE PRODUCTS

HELD IN INVENTORY. Company has the option of adding the Warehouse as a designated storage

location to Company’s general inventory policy. If requested by Company, VENDOR shall allow premises

inspection in order to assist Company in obtaining coverage.

5.4 No Insurance. Company can choose not to insure its inventory. In this event, VENDOR will, under no

circumstances, be liable for any loss or damage to the inventory stored at VENDOR facilities. These

events include, but are not limited to, theft, misuse, fire, natural disaster or any other event.

Section 7 – Miscellaneous

7A. The parties duly acknowledge that this Agreement contains all of the understandings between them.

There have been no promises or warranties given or received, except as mentioned in the Agreement.

Each of the parties herein mentioned is fully capable and ready to fulfill its commitments under this

Agreement.

7B. Both parties hereby agree to indemnify, defend and hold each other harmless from loss, damage or

expense arising out of their material breach.

7C. The parties agree to submit any dispute under $1,000 to binding mediation within thirty (30) days of

first notice of the dispute. In the event that the parties cannot resolve a dispute greater than $1,000

through non-binding mediation, the matter may then be resolved through the use of the court system.

Attorney fees and costs may only be charged and awarded if the mediator or court determines that a

party has unreasonable failed to mediate a claim or caused unnecessary expense or delay in

proceedings.

7D. This Agreement shall be governed by State of Georgia law.

7E. Services Estimates. Quotes for 3rd party fees (carriers) are for informational purposes only and are

subject to change without Notice and shall not under any circumstances be binding upon VENDOR.
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Quotations accepted through VENDOR’s online interface are estimates based on the information

available at the time made. The final rates and service fees may vary based upon the shipment actually

tendered, the work actually performed, or a number of factors such as carrier shipping prices, the actual

characteristics of the Products, the delivery location, among other variations occurring in the ordinary

course of business.

7F. Pricing Changes & Currency Fluctuations. VENDOR reserves the right to adjust its pricing for its

Services, with 30 days’ notice via publication on the VENDOR website and/or directly to the Company

due to market forces and/or in response to currency fluctuations, including but not limited to, currency

conversion rate changes, conversion fee changes, and/or discount rate changes. After the first 30-days,

VENDOR reserves the right to automatically revise pricing without notice if actual volume does not meet

or exceed the initial volume estimates provided by the Company at the time of agreement execution to a

rate equal to actual volume. All dollar amounts stated in this Agreement will be in US dollars unless

otherwise specified.

7G. Usage Fee Disputes. Should Company disagree with any Usage Fees (other than carrier or

third-party fees) invoiced or charged against the Account, Company must submit written notice to

VENDOR within 30 days of the fee being charged (“Dispute Period”). VENDOR will not review customer

requests for Usage Fee adjustments that are received after the Dispute Period.

7H. Account Balance Disputes. If VENDOR becomes aware of, or is notified of, a dispute relating to the

Account Balance, then VENDOR will promptly review the dispute. Within five business days after the

resolution of the dispute, VENDOR will forward a bill for outstanding amounts due, or will credit the

Account Balance accordingly, if appropriate.

7I. Suspension of services, Abandoned Account and Liquidation. If Company’s Usage Fees or 3rd Party

Fees remain unpaid for a period greater than 14 days, then VENDOR reserves the right to reclassify

Company’s Account as a “Suspended Account” and will stop all services until payment of all due invoices

are completed. If Company’s Usage Fees or 3rd Party Fees remain unpaid for a period greater than 30

days, then VENDOR reserves the right to reclassify Company’s Account as an “Abandoned Account.”

Additionally, any Account that remains unpaid for greater than 60 days will automatically be deemed an

Abandoned Account. Upon an Account becoming an Abandoned Account, Company immediately forfeits

its rights of ownership of such Company’s Inventory up to the cumulative amount necessary for payment

of all Usage Fees and 3rd Party Fees as well as any reasonable expenses incurred by VENDOR for the

preservation and storage of the Inventory or its sale. Inventory will become immediately unavailable to

Company, and liquidation proceedings would begin. Company agrees that all Inventory liquidated shall be

sold at the absolute discretion of VENDOR and would be free and clear of liability, and that Company

assumes any liability therefore. Company has no rights to any liquidation proceeds arising from an

Abandoned Account unless the amounts recovered through liquidation exceed the cumulative amount

necessary for payment as stated above. Should the amounts recovered through liquidation be insufficient

to cover the cumulative amounts above, the Company would remain liable for any pending Usage Fees

and 3rd Party Fees above and beyond the liquidation proceeds.
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7J. Termination of the Account. Upon termination of this Agreement, the Account will be inaccessible to

Company, and all activities will be suspended. VENDOR reserves the right to cease shipping orders for a

number reasons, including but not limited to the following:

1. Account Balance remaining unpaid within 14 days of receipt of invoice;

2. if anyone using the Account uses abusive language or otherwise threatens VENDOR or its staff;

3. to allow time to resolve or investigate a third party complaint of a violation of this Agreement;

4. to allow time for investigation or resolution of an unauthorized transaction, customer complaint,

dispute or accusation; and

5. to allow time to pick all inventory for the close out order.

7K. Termination for Breach. Either party may terminate this Agreement upon thirty (30) days’ notice to

the other party in the event of a breach by the other party of any provision of this Agreement if the

breaching party fails to cure such breach during the 30 day period; provided, that VENDOR may

terminate this Agreement immediately upon notice to Client for fraudulent, abusive or illegal activity. Upon

the expiration of the 30 day cure period, a 30 day wind down of the Company Account shall commence

(“Termination Notice Period”). Company may have full or limited use of the Account during the

Termination Notice Period for the sole purpose of winding down its use of the account in a commercially

reasonable manner. Any Product inventory that remains in VENDOR’s inventory at the expiration of the

Termination Notice Period will be shipped to Company at the address on file and, if address is not on file,

the billing address on Company’s credit card, at Company’s expense. If no address is available or no

balance is available to pay for shipment back to the Company, VENDOR will liquidate the Product

inventory in accordance with an Abandoned Account.

7L. Additional Actions. If Company is in breach of any of the terms of this Agreement, VENDOR may

close, put on hold, or limit access to the Account or the Services. Without limiting any of the remedies

under law or equity, VENDOR may also take any additionally available legal actions

7M. Closing Accounts. Company may close the Account for any reason and anytime with written notice.

Merchandise will be returned subject to Company paying VENDOR’s standard pick and pack rates

outlined in APPENDIX A / SERVICE COST.


